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Abstract

This contribution to the history of the economic thought aims at
describing how �Econometric Policy Evaluation: A Critique� (Lucas,
1976) was interpreted as a methodological prescription about macroe-
conometric modeling and, then, how it was implemented through four
decades of debates. This historical appraisal clari�es how this prescrip-
tion is understood and discussed in contemporary dynamic stochastic
general equilibrium (DSGE) approach. The article emphasizes the in-
�uence, on the current debate, of the long-standing tension between
two interpretations of the Lucas Critique. On the one hand, the real
business cycle (RBC) approach understood the Lucas Critique as a
prescription about the needed relation between models and theory,
through the use of a speci�c kind of microfoundations. On the other
hand, new Keynesian macroeconomists interpreted the Lucas Critique
as prescription about the empirical veri�cation of the stability of the
model parameters.

Introduction

According to the standard view of the history of macroeconomics, �Econo-
metric Policy Evaluation: A Critique� (Lucas, 1976) or �the Lucas Critique�
had two consequences. First, it provided an ultimate criticism of the macroe-
conometric models à la Klein and Goldberger (1955). As Robert Hall puts
it, this macroeconometric approach�which was dominant in the 1960s�was
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�devastated by the theoretical and empirical force of the [Lucas] critique�
(Hall, 1996, p.38). Second, Lucas (1976) set in motion a new research pro-
gram for macroeconometric modeling. According to Preston Miller, �the
Lucas Critique was fatal and new approaches had to be developed� (Miller,
1994, p.xv).

Today, the �New Neoclassical Synthesis� modeling practices, i.e. dy-
namic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models, are supposed to be
the achievement of this quest for �new approaches�. Moreover, DSGE model-
ers see the Lucas Critique as a fundamental methodological prescription, and
not as mere �critique�. DSGE modelers seem to understand Lucas (1976) as
addressing the following methodological question: How to build macroecono-
metric models which provide reliable quantitative evaluation of the e�ects of
alternative rules for economic policy? DSGE modelers consider that the an-
swer suggested by Lucas (1976) is: In order to perform policy evaluation,
macroeconometric models should specify aggregate relations as the result of
the optimizing, forward-looking individual behavior of economic agents with
respect to changes in their environment, especially with respect to changes in
policy rules. In one word, models should specify dynamic, optimal decision
rules of rational individuals, or �microfoundations�.1 When the microfounda-
tions are correctly speci�ed, then the behavioral parameters ruling the model
are �structural� or �policy-invariant�, i.e. such parameters have a stable value
across di�erent policy regimes. Hence, this interpretation of Lucas (1976) as
a methodological prescription for macroeconometric modeling can be syn-
thesized in this way: using microfoundations is a necessary condition for
performing econometric policy evaluation. Michael Woodford, a key �gure
in the New Neoclassical Synthesis, endorses this view:

a model [...] with clear foundations in individual optimization is
important, in our view, for two reasons. One is that it allows us to
evaluate alternative monetary policies in a way that avoids the �aw
in policy evaluation exercises using traditional Keynesian macroecono-
metric models stressed by Lucas (1976).

(Woodford, 2003, p.13)

Moreover, many central banks (and some other policy institutions, as the
IMF) justify the use of DSGE models for policy evaluation arguing that

1 I will precise in Section 1 that this kind of microfoundations should be understood
as very speci�c to the Lucasian research program: to be precise, we should talk about
�Lucasian microfoundations�. For now, I will use the term microfoundations generically,
as it is standard in the DSGE literature.
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these models are not vulnerable to the Lucas Critique because they are micro-
founded. Three di�erent examples of technical reports about DSGE models
(from the Bank of Israel, the Swiss National Bank and the Central Bank of
Chili) illustrate this kind of argument:

Being micro-founded, the model enables the central bank to assess
the e�ect of its alternative policy choices on the future paths of the
economy's endogenous variables, in a way that is immune to the Lucas
(1976) critique.

(Argov et al., 2012, p.5)

[The DSGE] approach has three distinct advantages in comparison
to other modelling strategies. First and foremost, its microfoundations
should allow it to escape the Lucas (1976) critique.

(Cuche-Curti et al., 2009, p.6)

The main advantage of [DSGE] models, over more traditional
reduce-form macro models, is that the structural interpretation of their
parameters allows to overcome the Lucas (1976). This is clearly an ad-
vantage for policy analysis.

(Medina and Soto, 2006, p.2)

So, thanks to microfounded DSGE models, everything is �ne and well in
nowadays macroeconometric modeling? If it was true, as the above quota-
tions suggest, we could just celebrate for the 40th anniversary of the publi-
cation of �Econometric Policy Evaluation�. But, as often with the history of
macroeconomics told by macroeconomists, things are far more complex.2

In a recent interview, Lucas himself argues, sibylline: �I think [the Lucas
Critique] has been tremendously important, but it is fading.� (Snowdon and
Vane, 2005, p.282). Do Lucas think that his Critique is losing importance
because all macroeconomists are aware of it, or it is because they forgot the
importance of the Critique? Charles Plosser, a key �gure of the real business
cycle (RBC) approach in the 1980s, also argues:

In my view, the current rules of the game of New Keynesian DSGE
models run afoul of the Lucas critique�a seminal work for my gener-
ation of macroeconomists and for each generation since.

(Plosser, 2012, p.5)

2 About historiographical problems in contemporary macroeconomics see (Sergi, 2015a).
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A quick overview of the most recent articles mentioning Lucas (1976)�such
as, for instance, Hurtado (2014); Lubik and Surico (2010) or Chang et al.
(2010)�con�rms Plosser's view: all these contributions claim that DSGE
models are vulnerable to the Lucas Critique. Remarkably, such criticisms
come from the inside of the DSGE approach.

The present article puts in a historical perspective the current state of
this debate about the DSGE and the Lucas Critique. My purpose is to de-
scribe how Lucas (1976) was interpreted as a methodological prescription
about macroeconometric modeling, and then how this prescription was im-
plemented during four decades of debates.3 Analyzing these debates means
answering two questions: (1) How the 1980s-1990s macroeconomic models,
especially those in the RBC and new Keynesian approaches, interpreted and
assessed the Lucas Critique as a methodological prescription? (2) How this
reception in�uenced the present DSGE approach, and the debate about its
vulnerability to the Lucas Critique?

My historical appraisal will explore these two questions with a simple
framework, relying on the claim that Lucas (1976) can be understood as
a methodological prescription for macroeconometric modeling. Such a pre-
scription will be summarized as: microfoundations are a necessary condition
for performing econometric policy evaluation. The �rst section of this article
will discuss this interpretation and its limitations in respect of a broader view
of Lucasian methodology.

I will argue that both RBC and new Keynesian macroeconomists share the
interpretation of Lucas (1976) as a methodological prescription for macroe-
conometric modeling. However, starting from this common understanding,
the RBC approach and the new Keynesian approach took two divergent paths
to the assessment of the Lucas Critique. In the second section of this article
I will illustrate these two divergent paths. On the one hand, RBC modelers,
following an hypothetico-deductive methodological approach, consider that
specifying microfoundations is a necessary and su�cient condition for policy
evaluation. Hence, for RBC modelers, the Lucas Critique is a prescription
about the theory to be used in specifying the model. On the other hand,
new Keynesians, following an inductive methodological approach, claim that
specifying microfoundations is not a su�cient condition for policy evaluation.
In their understanding, the Lucas Critique is an empirical prescription about
verifying stability of parameters across di�erent policy regimes. Following
this interpretation, New Keynesian modelers run di�erent econometric tests,
leading to di�erent conclusions: in some cases, microfoundations could be

3 A similar perspective was adopted in Goutsmedt et al. (2015), which analyzes the
�Keynesian� responses to Lucas (1976) in the immediate afterward of its publication.
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however a necessary condition (even if not su�cient) for policy evaluation;
in some other cases, microfoundations are neither a necessary, nor a su�cient
condition.

Finally, the third section of this article analyzes the ongoing controversy
about the DSGE and the Lucas Critique. I will claim that DSGE models of
the New Neoclassical Synthesis embody a unstable compromise between the
RBC �necessary and su�cient condition� assessment of the Lucas Critique
and the New Keynesian �not su�cient condition� assessment. I will show
how contributions that �Lucas-criticize� DSGE models can be easily sort in
one of this two categories.

1 The Lucas Critique as a methodological pre-

scription

Lucas (1976) was formulated as a �critique� of the dominant approach
to macroeconometric modeling of its time. According to Lucas, models in
this approach, issued from the tradition of Klein and Goldberger (1955)�
explicitly targeted in Lucas (1976, p.19)�are not �structural�. Lucas claims
that their behavioral parameters are supposed to be stable across time, but,
actually, they are changing along with changes in policy rules (or, more
generally, in exogenous variables). As a consequence, such models �provide
no useful information as to the actual consequences of alternative economic
policies� (ibid.). Such a criticism is far from being new�even Lucas himself
recognizes this point(ibid., p.19, fn.3).4

What is new in Lucas (1976) is the diagnosis of the problem. Indeed,
Lucas is arguing that macroeconometric models à la Klein and Goldberger
(1955) are not structural because

the individual decision problem: ��nd an optimal decision rule
when certain parameters (future prices, say) follow arbitrary paths� is
simply not well formulated

(Lucas, 1976, p.26).

4 The stability of parameters in macroeconometric models was indeed a main concern
for econometricians since the 1930s. For instance, Ragnar Frisch �critique� (Frisch,
1938) against Tinbergen's �rst macroeconometric model for the League of Nations is
based upon the same argument than the Lucas Critique. Frisch pointed out that the
relationships used by Tinbergen in his model were not stable (not �autonomous� in
Frisch's words). Even if Frisch's notion of �autonomy� of macroeconometric models was
quickly abandoned (Qin, 2014), the econometricians still took the underlying problem
seriously, as in Tinbergen (1956, Chap.5), Marschak (1953, p.8;p.25) and Haavelmo
(1944, p.27).
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According to Lucas, the individual decision problem will be �well formulated�
if it was derived, in an hypothetico-deductive perspective, from �microeco-
nomic theory�, i.e. Walrasian general equilibrium approach. Lucas criticizes
the mainstream macroeconometric approach for relying on econometric in-
duction instead of using �microeconomic theory�:

[the] micro-economic role for theory [to rationalize individual
econometric relationship] abdicates the task of describing the aggre-
gate behaviour of the system entirely to econometricians.

(ibid., p.23)

This leads inevitably macroeconometric models to produce predictions that
are contradictory with those made by �microeconomic theory�: the trade-
o� between in�ation and output postulated by the econometric approach
to modeling is, for Lucas, the perfect illustration of such an �obvious fal-
lacy� (ibid.) with respect to theory. In a nutshell, Lucas's diagnosis is that
the mainstream macroeconometric approach is not useful for policy evalu-
ation because it lacks of �microfoundations�, i.e. because it don't specify
macroeconomic relationships in terms of individual decision rules deduced
from the hypotheses of the �microeconomic theory�. In Lucas understanding,
microfoundations consist in describing macroeconomic (aggregate) behavior
as consistent with individual (microeconomic) behavior, this latter being for-
mulated in the terms of Walrasian general equilibrium. A macroeconomic
model can be considered as microfounded since it relies on (i) intertemporal
optimization of individuals, (ii) endogenous, forward-looking expectations of
individuals and (iii) market-clearing (all the individual plans are compati-
ble).5

The logical implication of the Lucas Critique is that macroeconomet-
ric models can perform policy evaluation if their behavioral equations are
microfounded. Hence, the Lucas Critique can actually be interpreted as a
methodological prescription: even if the initial question addressed by Lucas
(1976) is more likely to be resumed as �how not to build macroeconometric
models for policy evaluation� (i.e. as a �negative� prescription), the �how
to build it� question (i.e. a �positive� prescription) is clearly addressed in
the conclusions of the article. Lucas suggests indeed that macroeconomet-
ric microfounded models should be formalized as a system of two di�erence

5 Such �Lucasian microfoundations� must be distinguished from other, competing �micro-
foundational programs� sharing the same goal but not the same de�nition of microfoun-
dations. About microfoundational programs, see Hoover (2012). Even if this precision
is quite important, hereafter we will use the term �microfoundations�, in short, instead
of �Lucasian microfoundations�.
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equations:

yt+1 = F (yt, xt, θ(λ), εt) (1)

xt = G(yt, xt−1, λ, ηt) (2)

Equation (1) describes the law of motion of the economic system, yt being
the endogenous variables, xt the exogenous variables (including policy) and θ
a vector of individual decision rules. Equation (2) represents the evolution of
the exogenous variables, with λ a vector of parameters (including for instance
policy rules); ε, η are i.i.d disturbances. The Lucas Critique targeted models
that use �xed behavioral parameters θ, instead of using decision rules θ(λ),
taking into account the evolution of exogenous variables. Moreover, relying
on the examples exposed in his paper, Lucas argues that modeling the de-
cision rules is �while scienti�cally more demanding, completely operational.�
(Lucas, 1976, p.45).6

Lucas (1976) can be de�nitively regarded as much more than a simple
�critique�: as discussed above, this article provides a clear methodological
prescription, which can be synthesized as �microfoundations are a necessary
condition for policy evaluation�. But do Lucas consider that this condition is
also a su�cient one? In other words, do microfoundations always implies the
stability (the policy-invariance) of parameters? Lucas's answers in further
work is �no�. It is true that theoretical arguments (the use of microfounda-
tions) are the core of the Lucas (1976)'s prescription; however, if one takes
a broader look on Lucas's work, the need of empirical investigation of the
stability of parameters appears to be an important corollary to the need
of microfoundations. Lucas and Sargent, in their famous �After Keynesian
Macroeconomics�, did insist about the stability of parameters (then, the use
of models for policy evaluation) being an empirical question, and not only a
theoretical one:

�[there is] a number of theoretical reasons for believing that the
parameters identi�ed as structural by the methods which are in current
use in macroeconomics are not structural in fact. That is, there is
no reason, in our opinion, to believe that these models have isolated
structures which will remain invariant across the class of interventions
that �gure in contemporary discussions of economic policy. Yet the
question of whether a particular model is structural is an empirical,
not a theoretical, one.

6 Note that, according to Lucas, only changes in rules can be predicted: evaluation
of discretionary policies is �beyond the capability not only of the current-generation
models, but of conceivable future models as well� (ibid., pp.41-42).
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(Lucas and Sargent, 1979, p.56).

Moreover, they admit that the Lucas Critique, as a theoretical prescription
about the use of microfoundations, can possibly be refuted empirically (even
if they don't think this is actually the case): �If macroeconometric models
had compiled a record of parameter stability, particularly in the face of breaks
in the stochastic behavior of the exogenous variables and disturbances, one
would be skeptical as to the importance of prior theoretical objections of the
sort we have raised� (ibid.).

In a general way, as emphasized for instance by De Vroey (2015), Lucas's
methodology put emphasis on empirical corroboration of models (essentially
through corroboration of their predictions). Hence, to be consistent with this
broader perspective on Lucas's methodology, the prescription of Lucas (1976)
about �how to build models for policy evaluation� should be reformulated.
Microfoundations are a priori a necessary condition for policy evaluation,
but their implications, i.e. stability of parameters, should be empirically

corroborated.7

But how this empirical corroboration should be produced? This crucial
question is quite absent in Lucas (1976); although, it was addressed by new
Classical econometrics. As summarized by Lars Hansen and Thomas Sargent
in their emblematic contribution, this approach involves �estimating agent's
decision rules jointly with models for stochastic processes they face, subject
to cross-equation restrictions implied by the hypothesis of rational expecta-
tions� (Hansen and Sargent, 1981, pp.7-8). In other words, the speci�cation
of the decision rules of economic agents should be rigorously derived from
theory, following an hypothetico-deductive process. Therefore, new Classi-
cal econometrics rejects the so-call �ad hoc� restrictions of the mainstream
macroeconometric approach, i.e. speci�cation derived from by econometric
induction. In the same vein, cross-equation restrictions should replace the
equation-by-equation estimation, and Granger-causality test should be use
systematically to test the exogeneity of variables. Using the above notation,
the scope of new Classical econometrics is (1) to specify the decision rules
θ(λ) (equation 1), (2) to identify the parameters λ that govern the exogenous
process in the economy (equation 2) and (3) to identify the �deep� parame-
ters of the decision rules. Therefore, new Classical econometrics should be
regarded as the consistent extension of the Lucas Critique as a methodolog-
ical prescription. This approach aims indeed at implementing econometric

7 Although empirical corroboration alone are not a su�cient condition for a valid model:
�the unquestioned success of the forecasters should not be construed as evidence for the
reliability of the structure proposed in that theory� (Lucas, 1976, p.24).
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procedures for speci�cation and identi�cation of models that respect the Lu-
cas Critique.8

In this section, I discussed to which extent Lucas (1976) should be re-
garded as a methodological prescription of the kind: microfoundations are
a necessary condition for econometric policy evaluation. I established that
this interpretation might be consistent with Lucas (1976) in itself, but that
it is not fully consistent with a broader conception of the Lucasian method-
ology and with the econometric developments of the new Classical macroeco-
nomics. In particular, according to Lucas, microfounded models also need an
empirical corroboration and, furthermore, such corroboration should be ob-
tained following precise econometric procedures. We can then conclude that,
globally, Lucas's methodological prescription about econometric policy eval-
uation, beyond Lucas (1976), should be intended as follow: microfoundations
are a priori a necessary condition for stability of parameters (and, then, for
policy evaluation), but this implications should be empirically corroborated

by econometric tests.

2 Two alternative assessments of the Lucas Cri-

tique

How the 1980s-1990s generation of macroeconomic models, especially in
the RBC and new Keynesian approaches, took into account the Lucas Cri-
tique as a methodological prescription? The present section aims at answer-
ing this question.

I will show that RBC and new Keynesians share a common understanding
of Lucas (1976), which is the one discussed in the previous section. Hence,
the Lucas Critique is interpreted as a methodological prescription for macroe-
conometric modeling, advocating that microfoundations are a necessary con-
dition for performing policy evaluation. I will argue that, starting from this
common understanding, RBC and new Keynesians took two divergent paths
in the assessment of the Lucas Critique. On the one side, the RBC approach
supports an hypothetico-deductive methodology, which leads them to assess
microfoundations as an a priori necessary and su�cient condition for policy
evaluation. On the other side, new Keynesians follow an inductive methodol-
ogy: they claim that microfoundations are not a priori a su�cient condition

8 This approach is resumed by Rational Expectations and Econometric Practice (Lucas
and Sargent, 1981). For an extensive account about new Classical macroeconometrics
and Lucas's methodology, see Sergi (2015b).
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for policy evaluation, and that these hypotheses need to be empirically cor-
roborated.

2.1 The RBC assessment of the Lucas Critique

The RBC assessment of the Lucas Critique is rooted in Kydland and
Prescott (1977), where the authors endorse the criticism of mainstream
macroeconometrics for its lack of microfoundations:

Standard practice is to estimate an econometric model and then, at
least informally, to use optimal-control-theory techniques to determine
policy. But as Lucas (1976) has argued, since optimal decision rules
vary systematically with changes in the structure of series relevant to
the decision maker, any change in policy will alter the structure of
these rules.

(Kydland and Prescott, 1977, p.474)

Kydland and Prescott also extend the Lucas Critique, arguing that �bad�
models lead to �bad� policy recommendations (here, stabilization policies)
and, �nally, to �perverse� economic outcomes9:

[Thus, we found that] stabilization e�orts have the perverse e�ect
of contributing to economic instability. [...] In e�ect the policymaker
is failing to take into account the e�ect of his policy rule upon the
optimal decison [sic] rules of the economic agents.

(ibid.)

In order to avoid this problem, Kydland and Prescott seem to considers
that the Lucas Critique provide a useful methodological prescription: speci-
fying microfoundations (using �economic theory� ibid., p.487) is a necessary
condition for models performing policy evaluation. In addition, they claim
that a model can be used for policy evaluation only if it provides corroborated
(�tested�) predictions:

a tested theory of economic �uctuations [is] something which is
needed before policy evaluation is undertaken. The implication of
[our] analysis is that, until we have such a [tested] theory [of economic
�uctuations], active stabilization may very well be dangerous and it is
best that it not be attempted.

(ibid., p.487)

9 This is what Snowdon (2007) calls the �idea hypothesis�. For a discussion about this
interpretation of Lucas (1976), see Goutsmedt et al. (2015, pp.18-20).
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Kydland and Prescott draw here a distinction between two steps of macroe-
conomic analysis: 1) providing a �tested� theory of the business cycle; 2)
use this �tested� theory for policy evaluation. This distinction constitutes a
crucial turn in the development of the RBC assessment of the Lucas Critique.

Indeed, policy and policy-makers are simply not formalized in the seminal
contribution to the RBC approach (Kydland and Prescott, 1982).10 Kydland
and Prescott's purpose in this article is to verify if �a general equilibrium
model�, with no policy interventions, is capable of ��t the U.S. quarterly
data for the post-war period� (ibid., p.1345). Therefore, the parameters in
the model (preferences and technologies) are assumed to be policy-invariant,
structural parameters. The empirical corroboration of the model predictions
allows the authors to corroborate indirectly this assumption.11 As a result,
these microfoundations are a su�cient condition for escaping the Lucas Cri-
tique, even if the relation between private behavior and policymakers is not
explicitly speci�ed and tested:

Models such as the one considered in this paper could be used to
predict the consequence of a particular policy rule upon the operat-
ing characteristics of the economy. As we estimate the preference-
technology structure, our structural parameters will be invariant to
the policy rule selected even though the behavioral equations are not.

(ibid., p.1369).

The RBC assessment of the Lucas Critique consists in �rst indirectly corrob-
orating the policy-invariance of microfounded parameters, in a framework
without policy and then using these microfoundations for policy analysis.
Hence, the RBC understand Lucas (1976) as a theory-driven methodological
prescription: their interpretation relies on the idea that microfounded pa-
rameters such as preferences and technologies are a priori policy-invariant,
and that there is no need to provide direct empirical evidence about stability.
In a nutshell, Kydland and Prescott promote the idea that microfoundation
are a su�cient condition for policy evaluation.

Note also that the empirical corroboration method of Kydland and
Prescott, the �calibration� method, relies entirely on this conception of micro-
foundations as a priori policy-invariant parameters. Indeed, as the values of
parameters are supposed to be stable across time (and across policy regimes),

10 The same remark applies to Long and Plosser (1983) and to Black (1982).
11 Formally, reporting this assumption to equations (1− 2), they suggest that preferences

and technologies are parameters in the vector θ that are �xed and independent from
the policy components of λ.
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the possible values can picked up (once-for-all) from di�erent sources: (i) a
set of evidences produced outside the model (for instance in microeconomic
literature); (ii) a �plausible� value, plausible to the subjective judgment of
the modeler and to the expected results; (iii) a set of calibration values in
other RBC models.12 At any time the chosen values can be tested directly:
indeed, for RBC, the only pertinent test is about the simulated results of the
model.

Policy evaluation exercises in further RBC literature illustrate this view.
Contributions like Cooley and Hansen (1989) and Greenwood and Hu�man
(1991) provide two good examples.13 Cooley and Hansen (1989) try to evalu-
ate the e�ects on welfare of di�erent levels of in�ation volatility (correspond-
ing to di�erent monetary policy), using a RBC model with cash-in-advance
transaction functions. Greenwood and Hu�man (1991) run a similar welfare
analysis for di�erent �scal policies. The most complete synthesis of this line
of work is Chari et al. (1995), addressing directly the question of optimal
monetary policy rules. All these authors addressed the policy evaluation fol-
lowing the Kydland and Prescott assessment of the Lucas Critique: specifying
microfoundations, i.e. specifying preferences and technology, is a su�cient
condition for escaping the Lucas Critique. Therefore, models are built as-
suming that preferences and technology are policy-invariant parameters, and
their values are calibrated using values of previous RBC models.14

This modeling practice was criticized inside and outside the RBC ap-
proach, especially from the perspective of calibration method (and the un-
derlying assumption that preferences and technologies are structural param-
eters). For instance, Pierre Danthine and Donaldson (1993, p.17) wonder �to
what extent do the benchmark stylized facts used in the literature depend
upon the selection of time periods or variations in policy regimes�. Outside
the RBC approach, the criticisms are more radical than that. In �Post-
econometric Policy Evaluation: A Critique�, Beth Ingram and Erich Leeper
argue that RBC models repeat �the `Keynesian ' errors that Lucas (1976)

12 An insightful comment about this is Kydland and Prescott claim that �because the
language used in these business cycle models is the same as that used in other areas
of applied economics, the values of common parameters should be identical across these

areas and typically have been measured by researchers working in these other areas�
(Kydland and Prescott, 1991, p.170, my emphasis).

13 Another strain of works in RBC approach, which I will not analyze here, studies poli-
cies (tax policies or government spending) as additional sources of the business cycles
(Braun, 1994; Christiano and Eichenbaum, 1992; McGrattan, 1994).

14 Note that, in these works, Lucas (1976) is never quoted in bibliography, and the expres-
sion �Lucas Critique� is also absent. The more noticeable absence of Lucas (1976) is in
the synthesis of RBC research provided by Cooley (1995).
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noted in its in�uential critique� (Ingram and Leeper, 1990, p.1). According
to the authors, this is mainly due to two errors: �rst, the fact that all RBC
literature on policy evaluation uses parameters' values for calibration that are
borrowed from previous RBC models, with no policy considerations; second,
the fact that RBC models don't specify explicitly how individual decision
rules depends on policy. In extenso:

Frequently, RBC modelers transport the parameter values Kydland
and Prescott used in their model without policy to the new model with
policy. [...] Kydland and Prescott's model assume that policy doesn't
a�ect private decision rules. There is no policy evaluation to perform.
Alternatively, if policy does a�ect private behavior, then the parame-
ters Kydland and Prescott calibrate are reduced-form parameters for

some underlying model embedding monetary and �scal policy. Thus, if
there is any policy evaluation left to perform, Kydland and Prescott's
calibrated parameters must be functions of policy behavior and should
change systematically with policy. When RBC modelers evaluate al-
ternative policies, however, the calibrated parameters are held �xed.

(ibid., pp.3-4, their emphasis)

To resume, Ingram and Leeper re-interpret Lawrence Summers's famous de-
scription of the RBC as �a big loose tent �apping in the wind� (Summers,
1986, p.24). If Summers meant that there were weak empirical evidence in
favor of the values chosen by RBC theorists, Ingram and Leeper criticize cal-
ibrated parameters for ��apping� in the �wind� of the policy regime changes.

2.2 The new Keynesian assessment of the Lucas Cri-

tique

The label �new Keynesian� is far more generic than the �RBC� label: in-
deed, it covers a wider range of modeling practices, all inspired from very
di�erent seminal contributions.15 This heterogeneity makes quite di�cult to
provide, in this section, an exhaustive account of the interpretations of the
Lucas Critique in the whole new Keynesian literature in the 1980s-1990s.
Despite this intrinsic limitation, some signi�cant examples allow to illustrate
that the new Keynesian assessment of the Lucas Critique can be resumed to
the following question: Should the methodological prescription presented in

15 I focus here on the ��rst generation� of new Keynesians, covering the period between
the end of the 1970s and the mid of the 1990s: for a synthesis of this approach, see for
instance Romer (1993) and, for a more complete overview, Mankiw and Romer (1991).
For an extensive account of new Keynesian methodology, see Sergi (2016).
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Lucas (1976) be applied? New Keynesians answer this question by investi-
gating if the parameters drift suggested by the Lucas Critique is corroborated
by the evidences. Then they interpret the Critique as an empirical question
about the stability of non-microfounded parameters. Alain Blinder is quite
representative of this view when he argues

All you have to do in this country [...] right now is scream mind-
lessly, �Lucas critique!� and the conversation ends. That is a terrible
attitude. The Lucas critique may be correct, but I have seen no persua-
sive evidence in any sphere to indicate that it is empirically important.
The empirical case is yet to be made.

(Blinder in Klamer, 1984, p.166)

The new Keynesian assessment of the Lucas Critique, which will be an-
alyzed in this section, relies on the idea that microfoundations are not a
su�cient condition for macroeconometric modeling. Moreover, microfoun-
dations are neither a priori a necessary condition. New Keynesians consider
that, to be used for policy analysis, a macroeconometric model should be
built upon empirically corroborated, �realistic� assumptions. The role of in-
duction, and especially based on traditional econometric methods, is crucial
for establishing corroboration. This methodological principle applies also to
microfoundations.

Are non-microfounded parameters non-structural, i.e. are non-
microfounded parameters really drifting along with changes in policy? The
�rst strain of new Keynesian literature under our investigation answers this
question. In other words, as Blinder put it, this literature asks if the Lucas
Critique is �empirically important�. The implication of this test is the accep-
tance or the rejection of the prescription �microfoundations are a necessary
condition for policy evaluation�.

The most important illustration of this approach is Olivier Blanchard's
�The Lucas Critique and the Volcker De�ation� (Blanchard, 1984).16 In this
paper, Blanchard investigates two traditional macroeconomic relationships�
the Phillips curve and the term structure of interest rates�in a context of
change in policy regime�namely, the U.S. monetary policy after 1978. The
Phillips Curve and the term structure analyzed in the paper are those used in
macroeconometric models à la Klein and Goldberger (1955), both speci�ed
with backward-looking expectations, so non-microfounded in the Lucasian
sense.17 The purpose of his empirical study is to �nd out if these relationships

16 Similar studies are Englander and Los (1983) and Taylor (1984).
17 The Phillips Curve is taken from the DRI model used by the Congress Budget O�ce,

and the term structure from the MPS model of the Federal Reserve Board.
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are empirically stable despite the change in policy regime. The result of the
test is that the Lucas Critique is very much likely to be applied to the term
structure, but not to the Phillips Curve.

This inductive approach in the new Keynesian literature shares a common
perspective with the econometric program of Christopher Sims. Sims (1980)
is indeed suggesting that macroeconometric models should not rely on a priori
hypotheses deduced from economic theory, but on hypotheses inducted from
the econometric evidence. About the Lucas Critique, Sims (1982) provided a
quite complete answer to Lucas (1976), arguing that microfoundations are not
a necessary condition for policy evaluation to the extent 1) that this solution
is limited to the case of changes in rules, which represent a very negligible
aspect of actual policy-making; 2) that traditional macroeconometric models
actually perform very well for econometric policy evaluation. In one word,
Sims is also defending the view that the Lucas Critique, both as a critique
and as a prescription, is not empirically corroborated. Many econometricians
will also endorse this skepticism about the Lucas Critique, especially the
literature developed around the notion of �superexogeneity� (Ericsson and
Irons, 1995).

The results in Blanchard (1984) suggests that, for some cases, micro-
foundations are however a necessary condition for models performing policy
evaluation, to the extent that non-microfounded parameters are proof to be
non-structural. Hence, New Keynesians accepted to formulate their models,
at least partially, under the form of optimizing, forward-looking behavior of
the economic individuals. The main aspect of this obedience to microfoun-
dational program should be found in the formalization of price and wage
rigidities. This hypothesis is inducted from observed characteristics of the
�real world� (see for instance Ball and Mankiw, 1994, p.131), but it is then
formalized following the Lucasian microfoundational program and clearly ad-
vocating the Lucas Critique as the methodological prescription guiding this
choice.

Early contributions to the new Keynesian literature support this view.
According to Gordon (1990, p.1115, fn. 2), Michael Parkin was one of the
�rst authors to label his own work as �new Keynesian�. In Parkin (1986,
pp.200-201), he suggests that Lucas Critique is an important standard for
assessing his work: �[My paper] extends earlier work on the microeconomic
foundations of sticky prices [...] Hence, this paper is able to go much further
in meeting the Lucas (1976) critique than earlier macromodels with price (or
wage) rigidities�. Ben Bernanke, another key �gure in the new Keynesian
approach, supports that a �virtue� of a model consists in its robustness to
the Lucas Critique:
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[My model's] virtue is that it permits estimation to be based on
the closed-form solution to a dynamic stochastic optimization prob-
lem, which leads to maximum e�ciency in the use of the data. The
estimation procedure employed here is not vulnerable, as those in some
earlier studies are, to the criticisms made by Robert Lucas (1976).

(Bernanke, 1983, p.71)

Similarly, Blanchard and Wyplosz advocate for introducing �microfounded�,
explicit expectation-formation mechanisms, of the type supported by Lucas
(Blanchard and Wyplosz, 1981, p.1).

New Keynesian acceptance of Lucasian methodological prescription�and
especially of the microfoundations injunction implicit in the Lucas Critique�
were strongly questioned by RBC and new Classical authors. The new Key-
nesian microfoundations of price and wage rigidities were attacked from two
perspective. On the one hand, RBC and new Classical macroeconomists saw
in this kind of microfoundations an aprioristic choice, intended to support
old Keynesian results such as money non-neutrality and stabilization poli-
cies. In other words, new Keynesians were performing �successful marketing�,
which �typically makes a product new and old at the same time� (King, 1993,
p.67); namely, they were trying to provide �respectability� to the old Keyne-
sian vision. New Keynesians were also accused of prioritizing �ideology� over
�science�: as Lucas himself argues, commenting on Ball and Mankiw (1994),
�For Ball and Mankiw, it is not more knowledge that we need, but better
ideological choices� (Lucas, 1994, p.154). On the other hand, new Keynesian
microfoundations were criticized because of their non-Walrasian microfoun-
dations (partial equilibrium, imperfect competition, incomplete information).
This choice is pointed out as inconsistent with the Lucasian microfoundation
program. But none these arguments introduced the Lucas Critique in the
discussion. I will show in the next section that Lucas-criticizing the new
Keynesian approach is a more distinctive characteristic of the current debate
about DSGE models.

3 The DSGE models and the Lucas Critique

The previous section discussed the RBC and the new Keynesian assess-
ment of the Lucas Critique. The RBC approach, following a an hypothetico-
deductive perspective, claims that microfoundations (intended as specifying
preferences and technologies) were, a priori, a su�cient condition to perform
econometric policy evaluation. The new Keynesian approach, following an
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inductive perspective, argues that this condition was not su�cient (and in
some cases, also not necessary).

My claim is that the current debate about DSGE models and the Lucas
Critique originates from these two alternative assessments of Lucas (1976).
This section will illustrate that one can easily identify two strain of the
literature contributing to this debate. The �rst strain relies on the RBC in-
terpretation of the Lucas Critique: indeed, this literature discusses if DSGE
models are enough microfounded to be considered as correctly speci�ed in
terms of structural, policy-invariant parameters. The second strain of liter-
ature follows the new Keynesian interpretation of the Lucas Critique, since
it discusses if microfoundations are �enough� to identify structural, policy-
invariant parameters; in other words, this analysis investigates if �well� mi-
crofounded parameters are truly structural or if they are actually shifting in
response to change in policies.

Note that the current debate about DSGE models and the Lucas Critique
is frequently reviewed with di�erent categories: Hurtado (2014) for instance
classi�es it in �theoretical� and �empirical� critiques; Inoue and Rossi (2008)
distinguish between �speci�cation� and �identi�cation� critiques. These cat-
egories are consistent with those used in this section: on the one hand, the
�theoretical� and �speci�cation� critiques of the DSGE correspond to the
hypothetico-deductive approach characterizing the RBC assessment of the
Lucas Critique; on the other hand, �empirical� and �identi�cation� critiques
correspond to the inductive methodology of the new Keynesian assessment.
The classi�cation used in this paper relies on a historical appraisal of the
reception of the Lucas Critique by RBC and new Keynesians: hence, it pro-
vides a broader perspective on the current debates than the simple �technical�
categorization of the critiques as �theoretical� or �empirical�.

3.1 Are DSGE models �enough� microfounded?

Charles Plosser, a key �gure in the RBC approach, recently pointed
out how DSGE models are vulnerable to the Lucas Critique. According
to Plosser, this weakness results from the new Keynesian elements of DSGE
models, such as price and wage rigidities, which are not speci�ed in terms of
optimizing individual behavior:

When the real and nominal frictions of New Keynesian models do
not re�ect the incentives faced by economic actors in actual economies,
these models violate the Lucas critique's policy invariance dictum, and
thus, the policy advice these models o�er must be interpreted with
caution.
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(Plosser, 2012, p.5)

The underlying interpretation of the Lucas Critique is that microfoundations
(i.e. specifying optimizing individual behavior) are a necessary and su�cient
condition for policy evaluation, because microfoundations provide structural,
policy-invariant parameters. Indeed, Plosser considers that, in order to pre-
serve DSGE models from the Lucas Critique, �we should work to give the real
and nominal frictions [...] deeper and more empirically supported structural
foundations� (ibid., p.6).

Like Plosser, many contributions in the current debate will follow this
argument, which is inherited from RBC assessment of the Lucas Critique
as we described it in sub-section 2.1. I will take here four examples (Lubik
and Surico, 2010; Inoue and Rossi, 2008; Fernández-Villaverde and Rubio-
Ramirez, 2007 and Chari et al., 2008) to illustrate this strain of the debate
about the vulnerability of the DSGE to the Lucas Critique. The core argu-
ment of these contributions is that such a vulnerability result from unsatis-
factory microfoundations of some parameters in the DSGE, especially price
and wage rigidity and monetary policy rules. This features are considered
as not �enough� microfounded, because they are not explicitly derived from
an optimizing, forward-looking behavior. As a consequence, the resulting
parameters are not structural. To solve the problem, these contributions
suggest that one need to provide �more� microfoundations to DSGE models.

A preliminary remark about this �rst strain of literature about DSGE
models and the Lucas Critique is about a radical change in corroboration
method in respect of RBC approach. Exit the simulation of calibrated mod-
els and the rejection of traditional econometrics; enter the econometric test
of the stability of the parameters. The new Keynesian perspective about
testing �if the Lucas Critique is empirically important� seem to be now a
common concern to all macroeconomists. Lubik and Surico (2010) is an illus-
tration of this kind of contributions to the debate: in this paper, the authors
try to check econometrically if non-microfounded models (using for instance
backward-looking expectations) are non-structural. They argue 1) that new
Keynesian and superexogeneity tests are econometrically not well formulated
and 2) that, a �proper� econometric test �conclude that the Lucas critique is
alive and well� (ibid., p.179). The diagnosis of this empirical corroboration
of the Lucas Critique follow the RBC assessment of the Lucas Critique: vul-
nerability to the Critique comes from unsatisfactory microfoundations. As
a result, microfoundations are a necessary and su�cient condition for policy
evaluation. The authors are quite clear about applying this methodological
prescription to DSGE models, which seem, not adequately microfounded in
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terms of policy rules.18

In a similar vein, �How Structural Are Structural Parameters?�
(Fernández-Villaverde and Rubio-Ramirez, 2007) tries to verify empirically
if the (assumed) structural parameters are stable over time: �how stable over
time are the so-called �structural parameters� of dynamic stochastic general
equilibrium (DSGE) models?� (ibid., p.3). The results lead the authors
to conclude that the main source of instability in DSGE parameters is the
misspeci�cation of the underlying economic relationships in terms of optimal
decision rules. The main problem comes from the parameters describing price
adjustment, and then from the way the price-setting behavior is speci�ed in
the model:

We consider our �ndings to be strong proof of the changing nature
of the nominal rigidities in the economy and of a strong indication
of model misspeci�cation along the dimension of price and wage ad-
justment. Calvo's price adjustment cannot capture the evolution of
the fundamentals that determine the pricing decisions of �rms and
households.

(ibid., p.32)

To resume, the vulnerability of the DSGE models to the Lucas Critique is,
according to the authors, a consequence of the lack of microfoundations of
the price-setting behavior à la Calvo (1983), which specify no endogenous
decision about timing of price change.19 The authors argues that DSGE
models, in order to escape the Lucas Critique, should be more rigorously
microfounded, for instance by developing state-dependent decisions of price
adjustment.20

More explicitly than in Fernández-Villaverde and Rubio-Ramirez (2007),
�New Keynesian Models: Not Yet Useful for Policy Analysis� (Chari et al.,
2008) provide however the very same conclusion. First, the authors produce

18 �A deeper issue is whether DSGE models that are used for policy analysis are not
themselves subject to the Lucas critique. Implicitly, Lucas's argument rests on the
notion that the information set of economic agents and their decision problems were
not fully speci�ed in traditional macroeconometric models. Yet, with the use of ad hoc
monetary policy rules, that very issue surely comes up in DSGE models that do not
include optimizing policy makers� (Lubik and Surico, 2010, p.192).

19 Fernández-Villaverde and Rubio-Ramirez (2007, p.33) also target, like Lubik and Surico
(2010), the monetary policy reaction function à la Taylor (1993), as not derived from
an explicit optimizing problem of the monetary authority.

20 Inoue and Rossi (2008) provide a similar argument and conclusion, arguing that �the
[unstable parameters] are the potentially misspeci�ed features that require further the-
oretical modeling e�orts� (Inoue and Rossi, 2008, p.2).
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empirical evidences that many shocks and parameters (especially shocks on
wage- and price-markup) are reduced-forms and not structural; then, they
target the new Keynesian inductive perspective, not taking rigorously into
account microfoundations:

Most of our disagreement stems from our di�erent preferred tra-
ditions of model building and assessment. [...] The urge to improve
the macro �t leads researchers in the [new Keynesian] tradition to add
many shocks and other features to their models and then to use the
same old aggregate data to estimate the associated new parameters.
This tradition does not include the discipline of microeconomic evi-
dence; so free parameters commonly abound in New Keynesian mod-
els.

(Chari et al., 2008, p.2)

Shocks on wage-markup for instance are reduced forms and not structural,
to the extent there is any way of distinguish between two possible causes: a
change in the value of leisure or a change in the bargaining power of workers.
Hence, according to the authors, the lack of information about the opti-
mization problem underlying markups is responsible for the vulnerability of
DSGE to the Lucas Critique. Consequently, they suggest that the solution
to the problem is to provide �more� microfoundations:

The primary change needed is obvious: to resist the urge to add
parameters undisciplined by micro data simply because they help the
model better �t the same old aggregate time series. This method is
what makes the New Keynesian models unhelpful as tools of policy
analysis. Processes of this kind will be slow and painful, but likely
worth the trouble because they will help the profession avoid the un-
happy outcomes of the Old Keynesian revolution.

(ibid., p.24)

Note that this conclusion adds the Lucas Critique to the recurrent RBC and
new Classical's criticism against the new Keynesian approach, namely their
�obedience� to the old Keynesian approach (cf. sub-section 2.2).

3.2 Are microfoundations �enough�?

The second strain of literature about DSGE models and the Lucas Cri-
tique follows the new Keynesian assessment of Lucas (1976): microfoun-
dations are not a su�cient condition for a safe policy evaluation. As dis-
cussed in sub-section 2.2, new Keynesians endorse an inductive view of the
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policy-invariant problem. In the current debate, we found many contribu-
tions following this assessment. As in the previous sub-section, I will take
here only four examples of this view: Cogley and Yagihashi (2010); Estrella
and Fuhrer (2003); Hurtado (2014) and Chang et al. (2010). The common
core of these contributions to the debate is the idea that microfoundations
(in the sense of Lucas) are not �enough� for preserving DSGE models from
the Lucas Critique, or, with the usual formulation, that microfoundations are
not a su�cient condition for policy evaluation (and, in some cases, neither
a necessary condition). To support this conclusions, contributions in this
strain of literature propose to test empirically if microfounded parameters of
DSGE models are truly structural, i.e. if their value is stable across time and
policy regimes.21

A preliminary remark is that the new Keynesian question about the prac-
tical relevance of the Lucas Critique is still present in the debate, even if it
has evolved.22 �Are DSGE Models Approximating Invariant to Shifts in Pol-
icy?� (Cogley and Yagihashi, 2010) illustrate this evolution. Therefore, this
article does not reject the empirical relevance of the Critique, to the extent it
admits that shifts in non-microfounded parameters do occur. But it suggests
that, even if parameters are not stable, their changes do not introduce a rel-
evant bias in the quantitative policy evaluation (measured by the value of a
loss function for the policymaker). Consequently, the authors conclude that
a complete speci�cation of microfoundations is quite unnecessary, because
policy evaluation is �approximately� invariant of change in policies. This
conclusion follows the new Keynesian assessment of the Lucas Critique in a
quite traditional way, adding a pragmatic argument about the actual feasi-
bility of the Lucasian methodological prescription: �we merely hope to put
the Lucas critique in perspective and to reiterate Milton Friedman's precept
that the best (in this case, an unattainable ideal) should not be an enemy of
the good� (ibid., p. 29).

In a similar vein, �Monetary Policy Shifts and the Stability of Monetary
Policy Models� (Estrella and Fuhrer, 2003) starts by accepting the vulnera-
bility of non-microfounded models to the Lucas Critique as a pertinent ar-
gument. But it rejects the idea that this argument can provide any evidence
that microfounded models are robust to the Critique:

21 An alternative assessment (Canova and Sala, 2009) consists in arguing that con�dence
interval of parameter values is too large, and that this result from a weak identi�cation
of DSGE models.

22 I will not comment here about few contributions, like for instance Rudebusch (2005),
sharing the very same motivation and providing the very same results than those pre-
sented in section 2.2.
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But just as the backward-looking models cannot be known
to be subject to the Lucas critique a priori, neither can these
optimizing models be known to be stable across policy regimes a
priori.

(ibid., p.95)

The aim of the article is then to provide an empirical test of the Lucas
Critique, as in the new Keynesian literature analyzed in sub-section 2.2; but
this empirical test will not concern non-microfounded models, but DSGE
models, supposed to be �rmly microfounded23:

In this paper, we present evidence that shows that some monetary
policy models from the recent literature, based on optimization and
rational expectations, may be less stable in the face of monetary regime
shifts than their better-�tting backward-looking counterparts.

(ibid.)

The authors claim that their results lead to the conclusion that microfounded
DSGE models rely on non-structural parameters, to the extent the parame-
ters values are drifting along with changes in policy regimes. In one word,
DSGE models behave just as the traditional macroeconometric models crit-
icized by Lucas (1976).

Similar conclusions are suggested in �DSGE Models and the Lucas Cri-
tique� (Hurtado, 2014). Hurtado provides evidences that most of the pa-
rameters in a benchmark DSGE model (Smets and Wouters, 2005), includ-
ing those characterizing preferences and technologies, are actually not stable
across time. To illustrate more clearly that this implies DSGE vulnerabil-
ity to the Lucas Critique, Hurtado assess the DSGE performance in policy
evaluation compared with traditional macroeconometric approach: do the
Smets-Wouters model give a better policy advice than an �old-style� Phillips
Curve? The test is run with 1970s' data, a persuasive manner to compare the
claim about an �econometric failure on a grand scale� (Lucas and Sargent,
1979, p.6) with the claim about DSGE robustness to the Lucas Critique.24

23 �By uncovering the structural parameters that characterize these fundamental behav-
iors, and by explicitly modeling expectations (usually assuming rational expectations),
one may capture the (presumed) dependence of agents' behavior on the functions de-
scribing policy� (ibid., p.94).

24 �I will run a pseudo-real-time exercise, looking at the policy advice that a policymaker
from the 1970s would have derived from the estimation of the Smets-Wouters model,
and comparing that to the performance of an old-style Phillips Curve estimated using
ordinary least square (as a representation of a worst-case scenario for the technology
available to this hypothetical policymaker)� (Hurtado, 2014, p.15).
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The result of this comparison con�rms that microfounded DSGE and tradi-
tional macroeconometric models display the same weakness in terms of policy
evaluation:

in terms of parameter invariance and its e�ect on econometric pol-
icy evaluation, the estimated DSGE model would not have done a lot
better than the old-style Philips curve. [...] the lesson that policy-
makers would have drawn from Smets-Wouters are not fundamentally
di�erent from those they were extracting from their reduced-form mod-
els.

(Hurtado, 2014, pp.18-19)

Finally, �Labor-market Heterogeneity, Aggregation, and the Lucas Cri-
tique� (Chang et al., 2010) aims at dismissing especially the Lucasian mi-
crofoundations as a necessary condition for policy evaluation. Following the
new Keynesian assessment of the Lucas Critique, the authors run an empir-
ical test of the stability of microfounded parameters in DSGE models, such
as preferences and technologies, supposed to be policy-invariant. The result,
as in the previous contributions scrutinize infra, is that �preference and tech-
nology parameter estimates are not invariant with respect to policy changes�
(Chang et al., 2010, p.1). The explanation of this vulnerability of DSGE
models to the Lucas Critique addresses the representative agent hypothesis,
a core assumption in current interpretation of Lucasian microfoundations.
According to the authors, the �aggregative function�, i.e. the way of aggre-
gating individual behaviors, is likely to be changing along changes in policy.
Hence, the microfoundational program built upon the representative agent
hypothesis is the reason of the observed instability: �We demonstrate that the
representative agent model that abstracts from cross-sectional heterogeneity
can potentially mislead �scal policy predictions� (ibid., p.28). Even if this
result could be interpreted as an argument in favor of �more� microfounda-
tions, the authors are quite in the line of the new Keynesian assessment of
the Lucas Critique, arguing, that the solution of more microfounded models
with heterogeneous agents is not �always possible� (ibid.).

Conclusion

The debate about the vulnerability of the DSGE to the Lucas Critique is
still an open debate for macroeconomics. However, it is as an internal debate,
developed in a �constructive� perspective�conversely to Lucas (1976). All
the macroeconomists involved in this debate claim that their contributions
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are not a pledge for abandoning DSGE models, but an encouragement to
developing them: �We do not want our work to be interpreted as a sweeping
criticism of the estimation of DSGE models, because it is not. [...] We
ourselves have been engaged in this research agenda and plan to continue
doing so.� (Fernández-Villaverde and Rubio-Ramirez, 2007, p.34); �Trying
to perfect DSGE models [...] should be a top priority for the profession�
(Hurtado, 2014, pp.20-21).

Will this debate �nd a satisfactory issue? This is not for sure. Indeed,
this article showed how the contemporary debate inherited the con�icting
assessments of the methodological prescription presented in Lucas (1976).
These divergent assessments bring divergent solutions for building models as
safe tools for policy evaluation: on the one side, developing microfounded
models, in an hypothetico-deductive perspective, should be a su�cient con-
dition for attaining this objective; on the other side, microfoundations will
not be enough for that, to the extent this hypotheses should be empirically
corroborated, in an inductive perspective. DSGE models, as the result of the
New Neoclassical Synthesis between RBC and new Keynesians, are, for the
moment, stuck in the middle of these con�icting methodological perspectives.
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